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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

'8" !:9 أ!<=> #7 ;;; !:9 . ا'&% ا'8+*و') ه% ,+*و') #7 6ه4. #"!  ا'0123) أ.-% ,+*و') ا'&% ،#"!  ذاك :ر��
 6 ,+*و') #7 ه4ا ا'&% و #7 ه4،و آ> ح% #6HI ,+*و') ح% ه4و أربA أح="ي ،;;; ا'Hا2Gة D=E" أربA أح="يأ!<=> 7# 

#7 .  ,+*ول ا'Hا2Gة هL ,+*ول #7 ا'Hا2Gة آ",:)،#"!  ذاك أ1-% ,+*ول ا'Hا2Gة. اOPQ"ص ا'L8جLدة E% ا'&%
 ,+*ول D8=VI. 7#" ،;;; هL ا'8+*ول #DI"...  آ> أس<A دواHI# 2Gه" ,+*ول دا2Gة ، أس<A دوا62GجTء ,7 ه4

7=IWاL8'اري ;;; ,+*ول #7 اH1Qات أ'% .-%،اH#"+8'ا A1زL. Q7 وWاL8'ا "DZ:[1 (:\], 12<" .^ ، #7 أيZ. %أ'% ه 
D8" '8+*و') ا'&% و ,+*و') ا'&% 1+: ا'H#"+8ات '_"ح  ا'Hا2Gة و ,+*ول ا'Hا2Gة I31 6% .+:^ .+:^ ه4،,7 ا'Hا2Gة

 ا'Hول اZ12EQ=) 6 ,"ه% deLE و ,"ه% آ=ab, c ه4،بHوره" .+:D8" ':0123) و ب"']"'% .Lص> ا'L8ا7W ب4Dا ا']+:+>
eLE ثH&. 2ات وG"g'7 ا, "D' %-. اتH#"+8'ا LEL]أ'% نdص"OPأ "D=E L.L81 و (-e و  .Q، اتH#"+8'ا 

ا7W و 4ا ا']+:+> أ'% ,VI^ و ب[\> ج=H و ب"']"'% .Lص> ا'L8*ول ا'Hا2Gة و بL. "8' Dص> L. %I31ص> 'L.،+8ص>
7WاL8'ا (,Hخ %E <,"1)... ه4ا آQL'ول ا*+, "I=-1 2ةGاH'و #"!  ص"ح  ا .  

   ا'Lا'%؟:س
 '\L\. "8' %I31 7ن #HIي أن" ,[\:) ," نA:g ،ه4ا ا'Lا'% ,+*ول .12Z<" #7 ا'1QL) ب[\> آ",>...  ا'Lا'% :ر��

#HIي ,ab ا'0123) و ,7 بH3 ;;; ,+*و') ا'&% و ,7 بH3 ,+*ول ا'Hا2Gة و ,7 ,+*ول .  #HIي .+:+>،':Lا'% ,<"2Pة
 ، #7 ا'8["رA1 أ'% .D=E %]8"،,+*ول #7 ,["آ:I31 ..."D% ه4ا ا'Lا'% ,+*ول #7 ا'L: ... (1QLا'%  ;;; 'ا'Hا2Gة ل

%P <7 آ#،"DI# ا'8+*ول L12<" و!0".  هZ. 6HI# ان=)وH=, 2ص ه4،تO1 ;;; c!L1 6Tا'28اآ  .ab, T2آ, c=آ  ...
      .  و A:g1 #:% أحLا'D^ ز1"رات ,=Hان=) 'H1aاراة ;;; ز1"رة ل ;;; ':L8اab,،7=IW آ=c اH1Qارات

 
 
English translation: 
 
MAN: After the arifa1, there is the president of the hay [neighborhood] who is 
responsible for the hay as a whole. As I said earlier, each daira [district] has four hay(s) 
and each hay has a head who is responsible for the people and the matters of that hay. 
After the head of the hay, there is the head of the daira and he is responsible for the 
whole daira. The head of the daira is responsible for everything in the daira, be it an 
administrative matter or issues the population may have like the distribution of 
humanitarian aid to the people, which is usually given to the head of the daira who hands 
it to the head of the hay who then gives it to the arifa. Then it is distributed amongst the 
people without any chaos or mess, unlike some other African countries where the 
distribution of aid is unorganized and causes a lot of chaos. Humanitarian aid gets to the 
people in this organized manner… After the head of the daira, there is the wali. 
S: The wali? 
MAN: The wali… this wali is responsible for the entire willaya2. For instance, if I have 
an issue, I don’t just go directly to the wali and tell him. No, I have to follow the above-
mentioned sequence. The wali oversees the willaya and the different projects and any 
issue in the willaya in general. He makes periodical visits to different places and sites in 

                                                 
1 Arifa: A woman chosen to represent a group of families in a given neighborhood and administer 
humanitarian aid to that group.  
2 Willaya: Literally a municipality, here it refers to a refugee camp; there are five willayas located in 
southwest Algeria. Each refugee camp is a fully-functioning municipality, administered by the Saharawi 
government together with the liberated territories. 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


the willaya like the different centers and the main administration buildings in each daira, 
as well as visiting the citizens. 
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